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Key Points:15

• High resolution airborne holographic measurements show that entrainment mix-16

ing behavior changes from inhomogeneous near cloud top to homogeneous near17

cloud base for marine stratocumulus clouds.18

• Vertical variation of entrained air relative humidity plays an important role in de-19

termining the entrainment mixing behavior and a model is proposed to consider20

it.21

• Vertical variation of entrainment-mixing behavior can be explained by covariations22
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Abstract24

Marine stratocumulus clouds contribute significantly to the Earth’s radiation budget due25

to their extensive coverage and high albedo. Yet, subgrid variability in cloud properties26

such as aerosol concentration, droplet number and precipitation rates lead to consider-27

able errors in global climate models. While these clouds usually have small vertical ex-28

tent, turbulent entrainment-mixing and precipitation can generate significant variations29

in droplet number, size and relative dispersion with altitude. In this paper, we analyze30

turbulent entrainment-mixing processes and the variability in cloud microphysical prop-31

erties as a function of height within a warm marine stratocumulus cloud layer over the32

Eastern North Atlantic. We use high resolution airborne holographic measurements and33

compare them with local turbulence measurements. We find that entrainment-mixing34

is primarily inhomogeneous near cloud top and homogeneous near cloud base. Further35

analysis of Damköhler number and transition scale number are able to explain the mix-36

ing mechanisms at different cloud heights using phase relaxation but not droplet evap-37

oration as the microphysical time scale. A modified droplet evaporation time scale which38

considers local saturation deficit using a simple linear mixing model is developed and it39

is able to reliably explain the observed mixing mechanisms. This study reinforces the40

importance of turbulent mixing and use of appropriate microphysical time scales in de-41

termining cloud microphysical processes.42

Plain Language Summary43

Warm boundary layer clouds over the oceans cover vast extents of the Earth’s sur-44

face and influence the Earth’s temperature considerably. We study these clouds over the45

Eastern North Atlantic using high resolution holographic measurements which can re-46

solve microphysical features at small scales. We observe variability in cloud microphys-47

ical properties with height within these clouds with the largest droplets occurring near48

cloud top. We also attempt to explain the vertical variation in turbulent entrainment-49

mixing processes using concurrent turbulence measurements and propose a new micro-50

physical time scale to explain variation in cloud microphysics with height.51

1 Introduction52

Boundary layer clouds such as stratocumulus clouds cover nearly 20% of Earth’s53

surface (Warren et al., 2007; Eastman et al., 2011). Of these, marine stratocumulus clouds54

are most abundant especially off the west coast of most continents with coverage in some55

regions exceeding 60% of the time (Wood, 2012). Marine stratocumulus clouds have rel-56

atively high albedo compared to the water surface below and their cloud top tempera-57

ture is not very different from the water surface temperature due to their low altitude58

resulting in a significant cooling effect on the Earth’s radiative budget (Stephens & Green-59

wald, 1991). They are maintained by strong cloud top radiative cooling and a contin-60

uous supply of moisture from the ocean surface below. However, they are often not uni-61

form and form intricate subgrid scale structures which have been difficult to represent62

in global climate models (Glassmeier & Feingold, 2017). Observations from tethered bal-63

loon measurements of visible and near infrared albedos have indicated that inhomogeneities64

in cloud structure and drizzle may allow visible light to pass through and affect cloud65

albedo as well as radiative properties (Duda et al., 1991).66

Cloud top entrainment-mixing has long been considered as one of the primary pro-67

cesses causing inhomogeneity in cloud structure by influencing droplet trajectories and68

supersaturation values, resulting in broad droplet spectra (Cooper, 1989; Brenguier &69

Grabowski, 1993; Mellado, 2017). Multiple studies have directly attributed cloud droplet70

spectral broadening and warm rain formation to turbulent entrainment mixing in clouds71

(Andrejczuk et al., 2006; Liu & Hallett, 1998; Liu & Daum, 2000; Yum & Hudson, 2001).72

A broad droplet size distribution facilitates warm rain formation by enhancing the collision-73
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Figure 1. Left panel shows a NASA worldview image of the stratocumulus deck being mea-

sured with an L-shaped flight pattern overlayed for RF18 (July 18, 2017). The green and red

lines represent flight legs parallel and perpendicular to the mean wind direction (from the north-

west as indicated by black arrows) respectively. We shall refer to these flight legs as along-wind

and cross-wind respectively. The right panel shows flight altitude, droplet number density and

droplet size measured by HOLODEC along the flight path. RF18 consisted of two cloud incur-

sions marked as passes P1 and P2. Each incursion consisted of measurements made at least three

altitudes labelled as cloud base, middle and top respectively. Only the along wind legs at each

altitude are studied here. The blue dot on the island represents the ARM Eastern North Atlantic

field measurement facility.

coalescence process (Lasher-trapp et al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2013). It also facilitates aerosol74

removal processes within clouds through sedimentation, thus further affecting cloud ra-75

diative properties (Hill et al., 2009). Air turbulence likely plays an important role in de-76

termining what type of entrainment mixing occurs (Shaw, 2003). If the time required77

for turbulent mixing of dry air and cloudy parcels of air is smaller than the time required78

for the droplets to completely evaporate, a majority of the droplets will experience the79

reduction in supersaturation. This will lead to a reduction in size for most droplets and80

is called Homogeneous Mixing (HM) (Warner, 1973). However, if the mixing time scale81

is larger than the droplet reaction time, some droplets will completely evaporate and re-82

plenish the decrease in water vapor before other droplets can feel the reduction in su-83

persaturation. This leads to the mean volume radius remaining unchanged but a reduc-84

tion in droplet number concentration and is called Inhomogeneous Mixing (IM) (Baker85

et al., 1980). IM decreases the droplet number and thus can allow droplet growth and86

promote drizzle formation through collision coalescence (CC) (Magaritz-Ronen et al.,87

2016; Hoffmann & Feingold, 2019). However, entrainment-mixing processes in ambient88

clouds often fall between the two extremes, and remain quite controversial. For exam-89

ple, Lu et al. (2011) found the dominance of IM over HM while analyzing continental90

stratocumulus clouds sampled over the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Atmospheric91

Radiation Measurement (ARM) Southern Great Plains site. At the same time, Yeom92

et al. (2017) also studied continental stratocumulus clouds collected over the same site93

but during the Routine ARM Aerial Facility (AAF) Cloud with Low Optical Water Depths94

(CLOWD) Optical Radiative Observations (RACORO) campaign and found primarily95

HM occurring due to dryer environmental conditions.96

Even more poorly studied and elusive are the vertical variations of entrainment-97

mixing behavior with height above cloud base. Yum et al. (2015) argue that for marine98
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stratocumulus, mixing can be inhomogeneous near cloud top and homogeneous near cloud99

base. This occurs due to negative buoyancy of entrained cloud top parcels resulting in100

vertical circulation within the cloud deck (Telford & Chai, 1980; J. Wang et al., 2009).101

This vertical circulation adds to spatial inhomogeneity within the cloud as a function102

of altitude which should promote droplet growth near cloud top and drizzle formation103

in marine stratocumulus clouds. However, using a traditional droplet measurement tech-104

nique, Yum et al. (2015) could not observe such a variation in mixing type with height105

and implored further research to validate their inferences using higher resolution droplet106

measurements. Furthermore, all these processes are affected by small scale turbulence107

with length scales of the order of centimeters (Beals et al., 2015). Prior studies have shown108

that the apparent entrainment-mixing processes are scale dependent and that observed109

entrainment mixing type may change with averaging scale (Lu et al., 2014; S. Gao et al.,110

2020). Traditional droplet measurement techniques suffer from sampling artifacts which111

can distort mixing signatures due to drop by drop detection techniques (Burnet & Bren-112

guier, 2007). However, studies of entrainment-mixing using local (non-spatially averaged)113

microphysical properties at the centimeter scale are extremely rare due to limited mea-114

surements.115

In this paper, we use high resolution holography to provide local centimeter scale116

measurements of cloud droplet size distributions and number concentrations. This avoids117

the effects of averaging across meter scale regions which may be affected by varying de-118

grees of mixing. Using these high resolution droplet measurements, we study entrainment-119

mixing and droplet growth mechanisms in marine stratocumulus clouds with respect to120

altitude and turbulence parameters. We want to know if we can conclusively observe the121

different mixing behaviors at different altitudes within a cloud as suggested by Yum et122

al. (2015). If the mixing types are different at various altitudes, how does the height de-123

pendence affect droplet size and drizzle formation? Also, why are the mixing types dif-124

ferent and can we explain their vertical variation using dynamical measures? The pa-125

per proceeds as follows: in section 2, we describe the atmospheric conditions prevalent126

during the measurements and the instrumentation that was used. In section 3 we present127

observational results and discuss the findings. In section 4 we propose a new vertical mix-128

ing model for entrained air subsaturation and in section 5, we interpret the results from129

the new model in order to obtain a better understanding of cloud microphysics. Finally130

in section 6, we summarize our findings and discuss possible implications for the micro-131

physics community when considering different microphysical timescales for entrainment-132

mixing processes.133

2 Measurements134

The measurements used in this study were taken during the Intensive Observation135

Periods (IOPs) of the DOE Aerosol and Cloud Experiments in the Eastern North At-136

lantic (ACE-ENA) campaign. The field campaign consisted of 20 Research Flights (RF)137

during June-July 2017 (IOP1) and 19 research flights during January-February 2018 (IOP2)138

using the ARM Aerial Facility (AAF) Gulfstream-1 (G-1) aircraft (J. Wang et al., 2019).139

However, hologram data reconstruction is computationally expensive and only a hand-140

ful of flights have been reconstructed and analyzed to date. For this study, we use data141

from RF18 IOP1, on July 18, 2017 since this flight sampled a homogeneous stratocumu-142

lus cloud layer with aircraft penetrations at multiple altitudes. Fig. 1 shows a satellite143

view of the stratocumulus cloud deck and a flight altitude pattern for RF18. The flight144

pattern at each altitude was L-shaped with one along-wind and one cross-wind leg. The145

aircraft would then ascend to a higher altitude and repeat the same L-shaped pattern146

again. In this study, we focus on the along-wind legs at each altitude with primarily head147

winds along the flight path. As can be seen, two cloud passes P1 and P2 were conducted148

over the same location, just north of the island of Graciosa, Portugal. Each cloud pass149

consisted of at least three cloud penetrations at different altitudes, named cloud base,150
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Figure 2. Balloon borne sounding (SONDE) measurements taken over the ENA field mea-

surement site at 1138 UTC on July 18, 2017 show the thermodynamic conditions close to the

measurement region. From left to right, are dry (Tdry) and dew point temperature (Tdp), relative

humidity (RH), horizontal wind speed and horizontal turbulence kinetic energy (TKEH). The

dotted lines roughly border the region where RH reaches 100 % and can be expected to be the

cloud layer.

middle and top respectively. Note that this naming system is relative and does not in-151

dicate that the cloud base leg was truly level with cloud base and likewise with cloud152

top due to variation in cloud base and top levels respectively. Small cloud segments (1-153

2 minutes) from these roughly cloud legs are selected for analysis such that the cloud prop-154

erties (e.g., mean droplet number concentration and mean droplet radius) remain rel-155

atively constant along each sampled cloud segment. This is done to ensure temporal and156

spatial uniformity in cloud properties for the analyzed cloud segments as well as to min-157

imize the effects of cloud base/top height variation. Fig. 2 shows the thermodynamic pro-158

files from a balloon sounding taken on the morning of July 18, 2018 at 11:38 hrs UTC.159

We can see the presence of a cloud layer between approximately 600 m and 1100 m al-160

titude highlighted by the dotted lines. The sounding was launched from the ARM ENA161

measurement facility located near the north-western coast of the island whereas the higher162

elevation regions are located near the southern end of the island. Due to this topograph-163

ical feature, we can safely assume that the aircraft measurements made upwind of the164

facility as well as the sounding made from the facility, are measuring the unperturbed165

marine boundary layer (Giangrande et al., 2019).166

For measuring cloud microphysical properties such as droplet size and number con-167

centration, we use the Holographic Detector for Clouds (HOLODEC) which can mea-168

sure cloud droplets of radii exceeding 3 µm up to mm range (J. P. Fugal et al., 2004; Spuler169

& Fugal, 2011). HOLODEC provides three dimensional images of a 1 cm2 x 13 cm vol-170

ume, thus allowing local centimeter scale measurements of cloud properties such as num-171

ber concentration and size distribution. Each image or hologram is obtained at 3.3 Hz172

and for a mean flight speed of 100 m s−1, sampling occurs approximately every 33 m.173

Thus each 1-2 minute cloud segment generates between 200-300 holograms, each of which174
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Figure 3. Cloud droplet size distributions for (left) P1 and (right) P2. These indicate that

mean size as well as width of the distribution increases with altitude within the cloud. P2 shows

a steady shift of the size distribution peak with height, while for P1, the shift is less pronounced.

provides an instantaneous droplet size distribution and number concentration without175

the need for averaging. The holograms so obtained were digitally reconstructed using176

high performance computing algorithms to detect potential particles (J. P. Fugal et al.,177

2009). Droplets were identified from these particles using both supervised and unsuper-178

vised machine learning techniques which utilize decision trees for identification as well179

as a validation and show a 97% accuracy for cloud droplets(Henneberger, 2013). Prior180

studies have also shown these results to be reliable and comparable to other on-board181

instruments (J. Fugal & Shaw, 2009; Beals et al., 2015).182

For additional data reliability, only droplets with radii larger than 5 µm and num-183

ber concentrations larger than 10 cm−3 were considered. Droplet size distributions ob-184

tained using HOLODEC showed good agreement with other instruments on-board the185

aircraft (SI). For RF18, the along wind flight legs consisted of droplets with radii mostly186

larger than 5 µm while the cross-wind legs consisted of a large number of droplets smaller187

than 5 µm (Zhang et al., 2020). Thus, as mentioned earlier, only data from the along-188

wind legs was considered in this study. The reason for the mismatch in droplet size be-189

tween two flight legs at the same altitude while interesting, requires a separate investi-190

gation and is not considered here. For turbulence measurements, the AIMMS-20 probe191

is used to collect high resolution wind velocity, altitude, temperature and relative hu-192

midity at 20 Hz.193

3 Results and analysis194

3.1 Size distributions195

Fig. 3 shows the droplet size distributions for P1 and P2 at their respective alti-196

tudes. For P1, the size distributions at cloud base has a smaller mean radius compared197

to cloud top with the size distribution at cloud middle lying between these two values.198

The size distributions for P2 also show similar altitudinal behavior like P1 with differ-199

ent magnitudes however. At cloud base, P2 has a smaller mean radius compared to P1200

which could be due to the P2 cloud base flight altitude being not at the same level rel-201

ative to the cloud base as P1. This is because the sampling altitude for the cloud bases202

was determined visually by the pilot. P1 and P2 cloud base flight altitude was 872 m203
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and 775 m above ground respectively, while ground based Ceilometer measurements in-204

dicate an average cloud base height of 750 m during the same time period. While the205

droplet size distribution skewness values are affected by the 5µm radius cutoff, the skew-206

ness ratio of P2 vs P1 cloud base suggests a 27% more positively skewed size distribu-207

tion for P2 compared to P1.208

Along with mean radius, standard deviation in droplet radius also increases with209

height for both P1 and P2 (table 1) indicating that the size distributions are broader near210

cloud top compared to cloud base. The increase in standard deviation with height is in211

contrast with what would be expected from growth by adiabatic condensation. The dif-212

ference in mean radius with height is more pronounced for P2 compared to P1 while the213

droplet number concentrations are smaller for P2 compared to P1. The steady increase214

in droplet properties such as radius and liquid water content (LWC) with height within215

the cloud layer agrees with previous observations of marine stratocumulus clouds lay-216

ers by (Duynkerke et al., 1995; Yum & Hudson, 2005; J. Wang et al., 2009). Other prop-217

erties such as average relative dispersion (d), defined as the ratio of standard deviation218

to the mean radius for the cloud segment stays relatively constant with height since both219

radius and standard deviation increase steadily with height. This suggests that instead220

of average values of d, a per hologram relative dispersion behavior at each altitude may221

provide a better insight into the underlying microphysics. Droplet number concentra-222

tion shows an increase with height with cloud base having the lowest value for both P1223

and P2. This may occur due to above cloud top aerosol activation or cloud base height224

variation (J. Wang et al., 2009). Another possibility is an underestimation of the droplet225

count especially near cloud base where the droplet radii are the smallest due to the 5 µm226

radius detection limit for HOLODEC. Thus, we can expect a steady increase in the num-227

ber of droplets detected with height as droplets grow in size as they ascend through the228

cloud. However, P1 shows a decrease in number concentration from cloud middle towards229

cloud top which may indicate extensive droplet evaporation near cloud top due to pos-230

sible entrainment-mixing. We now examine the entrainment-mixing mechanisms along231

with relative dispersion at each altitude to further understand their effect and microphys-232

ical behavior with height.233

3.2 Mixing diagram analysis234

Mixing diagrams have been widely used to indicate microphysical behavior of droplets235

during entrainment mixing events in stratocumulus clouds (Paluch & Knight, 1984; Pawlowska236

& Brenguier, 2000). The X-axis represents the droplet number concentration normal-237

ized by the adiabatic value and the Y-axis represents the mean droplet volume normal-238

ized by the adiabatic value. In real clouds however, estimating the above mentioned adi-239

abatic values can be difficult, and hence the maximum number concentration is often used240

as a substitute (Beals et al., 2015). Here, we consider the hologram with the maximum241

number concentration (no) as the least diluted sample for each cloud segment and the242

corresponding mean volume radius (mvr) as r0. Fig. 4 shows mixing diagrams from the243

six cloud segments shown in fig. 3, with each point colored according to the relative dis-244

persion for each hologram. The left panels (a,d) show a decrease in mvr with decrease245

in droplet number concentration which is an indication of HM with data points progress-246

ing towards lower liquid water content with dilution. This signature is observed near cloud247

base for both P1 and P2. The right panels (c,f) show a relatively constant mvr with re-248

duction in droplet number concentration which indicates IM. This signature is observed249

at cloud top for both P1 and P2. The middle panels (b,e) display the cloud middle seg-250

ments during P1 and P2 respectively. Panel b shows a signature similar to IM, however251

some holograms show larger mvr compared to the adiabatic value. This behavior could252

occur due to a number of potential reasons such as: IM followed by adiabatic growth (IM&G),253

where a cloud parcel with reduced droplet number concentration due to IM when sub-254

jected to the same updraft as the surrounding parcels at the same altitude, may gener-255

ate super-adiabatic droplets due to larger supersaturation fluctuations (Baker et al., 1980;256
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Figure 4. Mixing diagrams with normalized droplet number concentration on the X-axis and

normalized droplet volume on the Y-axis. The dotted lines represent constant LWC lines with

the ratio of w/w0 corresponding to the ratio of LWC in the holograms to that of the least diluted

sample respectively. Each data point represents the mean droplet volume and number concen-

tration for each hologram during a cloud segment and is colored by the corresponding relative

dispersion (d). The top and bottom rows are from P1 and P2 respectively. Left to right columns

increase in altitude within the cloud. (a) shows homogeneous mixing (HM) where droplet volume

decreases with increasing dilution for P1 cloud base. (b) shows possible signature of inhomoge-

neous mixing followed by adiabatic growth (IM&G) at P1 cloud middle. (c) shows signatures of

inhomogeneous mixing (IM) where mean droplet volume stays constant with volume for P1 cloud

top. (d) shows HM at P2 cloud base, (e) shows possible collision-coalescence (CC) at P2 middle

and (f) indicates IM at P2 cloud top.

Lasher-trapp et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2016). However artifacts due to measurement un-257

certainty in LWC values along a cloud segment (Burnet & Brenguier, 2007) or variation258

in cloud base height (J. Wang et al., 2009) may also lead to data points with super-adiabatic259

mvr due to an inaccurate estimation of the adiabatic mvr. Panel e however, shows con-260

siderable increase in mvr at low number concentrations along with a significant increase261

in relative dispersion as well. Desai et al. (2019) argued that this is a signal for droplet262

growth via collision-coalescence (CC). This is observed at cloud middle level for P2.263

Panels b, e indicate that the cloud segment sampled during P1 does not contain264

many large drizzle sized droplets, but the P2 cloud segment does which leads to an in-265

teresting observation (SI). Conventionally, larger droplet number concentrations promote266

collision-coalescence. However recent studies have shown that lower droplet number con-267

centrations can lead to larger droplet sizes and a broadening of the droplet size distri-268

bution through turbulent condensational growth (S. Chen, Yau, Bartello, & Xue, 2018;269

Chandrakar et al., 2016; Sardina et al., 2015; Paoli & Shariff, 2009). Larger droplet sizes270

and broader size distributions tend to have a much larger effect of cloud auto-conversion271

rate since the rate is proportional to the 6th power of droplet radius. As can be seen in272

table 2, mean droplet radii were larger for P2 cloud middle and top segments compared273

to P1. The width of the distributions were also larger for P2 compared to P1. These fac-274
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tors can sometimes override the effect of droplet number concentration and promote higher275

auto-conversion rates. Measured auto-conversion rate value (Liu et al., 2007; Xie & Liu,276

2009) for the P2 cloud middle segment was 4e−8 kg m−3 compared to 2e−9 kg m−3 for277

P1 cloud middle segment. This promotion of warm rain initiation during smaller droplet278

number concentration values has been observed previously in marine stratocumulus clouds279

by (Goren & Rosenfeld, 2015; Wood et al., 2018; Desai et al., 2019; Ghate & Cadeddu,280

2019). Drizzle initiation during P2 may also explain the steady increase in droplet num-281

ber concentration with height since drizzle droplets will tend to collect other droplets282

during sedimentation and reduce droplet concentrations at lower altitudes. It is also in-283

teresting to note that TKE dissipation rates for P2 were lower than those for P1 (table 2)284

indicating weaker turbulence when the CC signature was observed. This goes against285

the general notion that stronger turbulence should promote droplet collision-coalescence286

(Shaw, 2003; Grabowski & Wang, 2013). However, recent studies have shown that for287

broad size distributions subject to sedimentation and low dissipation rates such as those288

observed in marine stratocumulus clouds, the enhancement effect of turbulence on droplet289

collisions for broad size distributions is weak (L.-P. Wang & Grabowski, 2009; Woittiez290

et al., 2009; S. Chen, Yau, & Bartello, 2018). Thus, we still observe CC signature dur-291

ing P2 even though the turbulence was weaker compared to P1 suggesting that turbu-292

lence is not playing a major role in drizzle initiation. Lack of a CC signature during P1293

resulted in a higher droplet number concentration for P1 cloud middle level compared294

to P2 cloud middle which was affected by CC. However, this does not mean that there295

wasn’t any drizzle during the P1 time period, since ground based measurements from296

the ARM research facility on Graciosa suggest a continuous drizzling stratocumulus deck.297

The above discussion only addresses why we may have observed CC signature during the298

cloud middle segment during P2 but not during P1.299

Relative dispersion behavior for the HM cases at cloud base shows considerable scat-300

ter and negative correlations (R-values of -0.50 and -0.45) with droplet number concen-301

tration for P1 and P2 respectively. These correlations are statistically significant with302

p-values of 0.00 and 0.00 respectively, where p-values below 0.05 indicate statistical sig-303

nificance at the 95% significance level (Fisher, 2006). The negative correlation can be304

observed as an increase in relative dispersion with decreasing droplet number concen-305

tration in fig. 4 panels a,d. This behavior can be attributed to the reduction in droplet306

size due to entrainment-mixing resulting in smaller droplets and an increase in standard307

deviation (Hudson & Yum, 1997). Cloud top relative dispersion also shows a negative308

but not statistically significant (p-value of 0.08) correlation (R-value of -0.16) for P1 and309

a statistically significant (p-value 0.01) negative correlation (R-value of -0.21) with droplet310

number concentration for P2. This suggests that the negative correlation of relative dis-311

persion values with droplet number concentration is much weaker near cloud top com-312

pared to cloud base as can be seen in fig. 4 panels c,f. This weaker correlation is expected313

since IM results in complete evaporation of some cloud droplets while leaving others un-314

affected. We also observe that holograms with the lowest droplet concentrations that show315

larger values of relative dispersion also show higher mvr for both P1 and P2 similar to316

panel e. These holograms may show early signs of CC occurring near cloud top, but the317

small number of holograms which show this behavior makes it difficult to quantify. This318

is not uncommon since recent studies do suggest that IM near cloud top can create larger319

supersaturation fluctuations allowing existing droplets to grow larger and form drizzle320

droplets (Cooper et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2019).321

3.3 Homogeneous mixing degree322

We now attempt to verify our visual observations of the mixing diagrams by ex-323

amining the homogeneous mixing degree at each altitude. For the mixing diagrams shown324

in fig. 4, the homogeneous mixing degree (ψ) can be defined as (Lu et al., 2013) :325
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Level r(µm) n(cm−3) σr(µm) d LWC(g kg−1) ψ

P1 Base 9.5 60.0 2.2 0.23 0.26 0.28

Mid 11.1 86.7 2.5 0.22 0.58 −0.21

Top 12.2 74.9 3.1 0.26 0.65 −0.04

P2 Base 9.1 48.5 2.4 0.26 0.15 0.25

Mid 11.5 66.5 3.2 0.28 0.42 −0.33

Top 12.9 69.8 3.4 0.26 0.59 −0.01

Table 1. Cloud microphysical properties such as mean radius (r), mean droplet number con-

centration (n), standard deviation in radius (σr), relative dispersion (d), liquid water content

(LWC) and homogeneous mixing degree (ψ) at the different altitudes for P1 and P2.

tan(β) =
1 − r3/r30
1 − n/n0

(1)

326

ψ =
β

π/2
(2)

327

Here, r is the mvr for each hologram and the rest of the variables are the same as those328

used while generating the mixing diagrams. Average values of β and ψ are then obtained329

for the entire cloud segment at each altitude. The extreme homogeneous and inhomo-330

geneous mixing processes correspond to ψ = 1 and ψ = 0, respectively. A larger value331

of ψ indicates a higher HM degree, negative values suggest that mvr is larger than the332

adiabatic value due to processes that can generate super-adiabatic drops such as IM&G333

and CC. According to table 1 cloud base shows a higher HM degree compared to cloud334

top which has a value closer to zero for both P1 and P2. The negative values of ψ at cloud335

middle level, suggest that mvr was larger than the adiabatic value for both P1 and P2336

due to processes such as IM&G and CC. The ψ value for the CC case is significantly neg-337

ative and indicates a strongly negative correlation between mvr and droplet number.338

3.4 Analysis of dynamical measures339

In order to understand why we observe the vertical variation of homogeneous mix-340

ing degree seen in the previous subsection, we must examine the relative magnitudes of341

local turbulence mixing and microphysical time scales which dictate the microphysical342

behavior of cloud droplets during an entrainment-mixing process (Baker et al., 1980).343

Here we evaluate two such common dynamical measures, Damköhler number (Da) and344

transition scale number (NL). Da is defined as the ratio of the turbulent mixing time345

scale (τm) to the droplet microphysical time scale (τr) (Lehmann et al., 2009)346

Da =
τm
τr

(3)

If Da << 1, entrained air can mix faster than the droplets can react and HM occurs.347

If Da >> 1, the droplets react fast enough for some of them to completely evaporate348

and IM occurs. Here, we use the large eddy turnover time as the mixing time scale, cal-349
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culated using the following equation based on Kolmogorov scaling theory (Wyngaard,350

2010):351

τm =
u′2

ε
(4)

and the large eddy length scale is estimated with:352

le = τm × u′ (5)

where u′ denotes the root mean square vertical velocity fluctuations and ε is the mean353

turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate. We obtain ε by normalizing the obtained wind354

velocity structure functions (Su) by the scaled spatial lag r2/3 predicted by Kolmogorov355

theory (Wyngaard, 2010).356

Su = [u′(x) − u′(x+ r)]2 (6)

357

ε =

[
Su

2r2/3

]3/2
(7)

358

Here, we use wind velocities for the same 1-2 minute cloud segments coincident with359

HOLODEC data. Thus the local air turbulence properties in the vicinity of the droplets360

are considered instead of an average value for the entire horizontal flight leg. The result-361

ing plateau value provides a good estimate of local ε (Desai et al., 2019). It is worth not-362

ing that the velocity auto-correlation time scale has been used by others as τm as well.363

However, for our measurements, a 20 Hz wind velocity signal is obtained using the AIMMS-364

20 probe on board the aircraft. For a mean flight speed of 100 m s−1, this gives a spa-365

tial resolution of 5 m. This spatial resolution is too coarse to allow accurate character-366

ization of the velocity auto-correlation time scale for this study.367

Multiple time scales have been used to represent the droplet microphysical time368

scale (τr) and has lead to considerable disagreements within the cloud community (Lu369

et al., 2018). One such commonly used microphysical time scale is the phase relaxation370

time scale (τc), defined as (Cooper, 1989):371

τc =
1

4πDnr
(8)

where, D is the modified water vapor diffusion coefficient to include thermal effects (Rogers372

& Yau, 1989) and nr is the integral radius (Cooper, 1989; Desai et al., 2018). Another373

commonly used microphysical time scale is the droplet evaporation time (τe), defined as374

(Lu et al., 2018):375

τe = − r2a
2AS0

(9)

where, ra is the adiabatic droplet radius, taken here as the mvr, A is the growth param-376

eter and S0 is the saturation deficit of entrained dry air. We assume that the initial de-377

crease in RH above cloud top happens within the entrainment interfacial layer (Katzwinkel378

et al., 2012) and sudden decrease in Tdp signals cloud top clear air. The cloud top dry379

air S0 = 45% (RH = 55%) is determined from the vertical soundings (fig. 2).380
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Figure 5. The top row shows Da and the bottom row shows NL calculated using τc (left), τe

(middle) and τe∗ (right) respectively as the droplet reaction time scale, with respect to altitude.

P1 points are in blue while P2 points are in red.

Another dynamical measure for studying the mixing type is the transition scale num-381

ber (NL) defined as (Lu et al., 2011; Yeom et al., 2017):382

NL =
L∗

η
(10)

where,383

L∗ = ε1/2τ3/2r (11)

is the transition length scale defined as the turbulent eddy size at Da = 1 (Lehmann384

et al., 2009) and,385

η =

(
ν3

ε

)1/4

(12)

is the Kolmogorov length scale, with ν being the kinematic viscosity.386

Due to the disagreements in the cloud community, here we examine both micro-387

physical timescales and attempt to determine which of them is able to correctly predict388

the entrainment-mixing behavior observed using HOLODEC and which corresponding389

parameter used by the two timescales, dominates the response of the droplets. Fig. 5 shows390

the vertical profiles of Da (top row) and NL (bottom row) calculated using τc (left) and391

τe (middle) as the microphysical time scale respectively. It is interesting to see that Da392

calculated using τc increases with increasing altitude. This indicates that τm is consid-393

erably larger than τc near cloud top leading to IM. The two time scales are closer in mag-394

nitude to each other near cloud base leading to more HM (table 2). NL calculated us-395

ing τc as the microphysical time scale (bottom left) shows a decreasing trend with in-396

creasing altitude. This again indicates more IM near cloud top compared to HM near397
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cloud base. These trends for Da and NL agree well with each other and are consistent398

with the observed microphysical behavior shown using mixing diagrams in fig. 4. How-399

ever, the change with altitude for Da and NL calculated with τe as the microphysical400

time scale suggests more HM near cloud top and IM near cloud base which seems con-401

tradictory to the mixing diagram results and HM degree.402

4 A new model for vertical variation of saturation deficit403

The contrast between using phase relaxation and evaporation time scales in cal-404

culation of Da and NL agrees well with DNS results by Z. Gao et al. (2018) and is worth405

highlighting. In particular, the results using evaporation time scale appears at odds with406

the homogeneous mixing degree and the recommendation of Lu et al. (2018) and Z. Gao407

et al. (2018) to use evaporation time scale in investigation of entrainment-mixing pro-408

cesses. This contradiction suggests a need for a deeper examination of the droplet mi-409

crophysical time scales in order to better understand the small scale entrainment-mixing410

processes occurring in these clouds.411

Both τm and τc are calculated using local turbulence measurements and local mi-412

crophysical measurements respectively at each altitude. Note that τe (eq. 9) takes into413

account local mean droplet radius, but assumes that S0 is constant across multiple al-414

titudes. This assumption has been commonly used in previous studies (Yeom et al., 2017;415

Lu et al., 2018). For our measurements of stratocumulus clouds, where entrainment pri-416

marily occurs at cloud top (Wood, 2012), cloud top radiative and evaporative cooling417

results in some negatively buoyant entrained parcels descending through the cloud (J. Wang418

et al., 2009; Yum et al., 2015). However, if the rate of descent is slower than the aver-419

age mixing time scale, this parcel will mix with surrounding cloudy air and approach sat-420

uration by the time it reaches the cloud base. For the data presented in this paper, the421

average cloud height for P1 and P2 was about 250 m and rms vertical velocity was 0.5422

m s−1. This suggests that a descending parcel should require at least 500 s to descend423

from cloud top to cloud base. Given average turbulent mixing time scale τm = 230 s424

(table 2), we can assume that the descending parcel is well mixed by the time it reached425

cloud base. Thus S0 should not be a constant, but decrease as a function of distance trav-426

eled by the descending parcel. If we assume a linear mixing behavior, the parcel water427

vapor mixing ratio can be expressed as:428

qv(z) = qv,0 +
z

H
[qv,s(z) − qv,0] (13)

and,429

S0(z) =
qv(z)

qv,s(z)
− 1 (14)

where, qv,0 is the water vapor mixing ratio of the entrained dry air above cloud, qv,s is430

the saturated water vapor mixing ratio, H is the cloud thickness and z is the distance431

travelled by the descending parcel through the cloud (positive downwards). Thus, at z =432

0, or cloud top, qv(0) = qv,0 and at z = H, qv(H) = qv,s. For our calculations, we433

use z = 0.1H and 0.9H at cloud top and cloud base respectively to account for the flight434

level not being level with cloud top/base and to avoid S0 = 0 in the denominator. Us-435

ing these new values, we obtain a height dependent saturation deficit S∗0 , a correspond-436

ing height dependent evaporation time τ∗e and recalculate Da and NL using them.437

Fig. 5 shows the recalculated vertical profiles of Da (top right) and NL (bottom438

right) using the modified τ∗e as the droplet microphysical time scale. We see that Da now439

increases with increasing altitude while NL steadily decreases with increasing altitude.440

Both profiles now suggest more IM near cloud top compared to more HM near cloud base,441
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Figure 6. Da values obtained using different microphysical time scales as a function of NL

show a consistent negative two-thirds slope on a logarithmic scale.

consistent with the mixing diagram observations and the Da, NL trends calculated us-442

ing τc as the microphysical time scale (table 2). The result suggests that it is critical to443

use accurate S0 values while calculating τe especially where significant variation of S0444

is expected.445

5 Further discussion446

The above analysis raises two questions meriting further discussion. First, why is447

the modified evaporation time and the phase relaxation time more appropriate to study448

the vertical variation of entrainment-mixing processes compared to the conventional droplet449

evaporation time? Since τc (eq. 8) does not consider the time required to completely evap-450

orate an individual droplet, Lu et al. (2018) argued that the τe is relevant microphys-451

ical timescale for mixing events which involve complete droplet evaporation. They also452

suggest that τc is more suitable for non-complete evaporation phenomenon such as droplet453

condensational growth due to supersaturation fluctuations (Desai et al., 2018). While454

that is a sound argument, Srivastava (1989) argues that droplet evaporation rate dur-455

ing entrainment-mixing events will be influenced by the local supersaturation which in456

turn will be determined by the local droplet population (Cooper, 1989). Thus, τc which457

does consider the local droplet number concentration may still be a relevant time scale458

for mixing as shown by Pinsky et al. (2016). τe on the other hand, does not consider the459

local droplet number concentration, but considers each droplet as an individual droplet460

reacting to entrained air. It also assumes the saturation deficit to be constant, which can461

only be true for fast mixing processes. This paper shows that the effect of variability in462

S0 is an important consideration when calculating τe for marine stratocumulus clouds463

where mixing time scales can be quite large (Wyngaard, 2010). Lehmann et al. (2009)464

argued that the effective droplet reaction time scale must be a combination of τc and τe465

with the smaller timescale dominating the effect. A system timescale approach similar466

to Chandrakar et al. (2016) also suggests more HM near cloud top and IM near cloud467

base since it is influenced strongly by the smaller timescale, which in this case is τe (SI).468

Lu et al. (2018) also argued that τc and τe will be equivalent to each other if the ratio469

of LWC to S0 remains constant. However, in our case LWC increases with height within470

the stratocumulus layer (table 1) and a constant S0 will cause the ratio to increase as471
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Level ε τm τc τe τ∗e Da(τe) Da(τ∗e ) NL(τe) NL(τ∗e )

P1 Base 1.7e−3 175.1 6.51 1.16 11.6 152.3 15.2 45.2 1428

Mid 1.4e−3 241.3 3.89 1.59 3.18 150.8 75.9 62.5 176

Top 1.3e−3 229.1 3.74 1.92 2.14 119.3 107 78.0 92.5

P2 Base 7.5e−4 253.1 11.6 1.07 10.7 236.5 23.6 20.2 639

Mid 5.9e−4 241.6 7.59 1.70 3.40 142.2 71.0 34.5 47.5

Top 5.4e−4 238.3 5.23 2.15 2.38 110.7 99.2 44.5 23.9

Table 2. Turbulence measurements at three altitudes for P1 and P2: turbulence kinetic energy

dissipation rate (ε) in m2s−3, mixing time scale (τm) in s, phase relaxation time (τc) in s, droplet

evaporation time (τe), modified evaporation time scale (τ∗e ), Damköhler numbers calculated using

τe and τ∗e and transition scale numbers using τe and τ∗e .

well. Considering vertical variation of S0 with height (eq. 13) allows the ratio of LWC472

to S0 to remain fairly steady and τ∗e to be more comparable to τc (fig. 7).473

Secondly, the use of Da and NL yields qualitatively consistent conclusions on the474

vertical variation of entrainment-mixing processes which suggests a negative correlation475

between the two dimensionless numbers (fig. 6). Reorganization of their definition equa-476

tions leads to:477

Da =
u′2

(εν)1/2
N
−2/3
L (15)

which confirms the negative correlation provided the dimensionless pre-factor is constant.478

In our calculations, the pre-factor value remains fairly constant between 2085-2255, which479

is a small range considering the two orders of magnitude variation in Da and NL (fig. 6).480

This agrees with Z. Gao et al. (2018) who showed a negative correlation between Da and481

NL using DNS. Eq. 15 also indicates that the dimensionless pre-factor is a ratio of the482

turbulent kinetic energy to the energy in the Kolmogorov dissipation scale. It reiterates483

the interaction occurring during mixing between different scales, similar to the turbu-484

lence energy cascade.485

Da compares the large scale turbulent mixing time (τm) with the microphysical time486

scale to explain the mixing behavior. While the exact values of τm may seem orders of487

magnitude larger than the droplet microphysical time scales, it may be due to the coarse488

spatial resolution for wind velocity fluctuation measurements. Thus, we focus on the rel-489

ative trend with altitude and the relative behavior of the two timescales with respect to490

height. Table 2 indicates that the value of τm does not vary linearly with altitude. But491

τc shows a monotonic decrease with altitude. This is because τc is inversely proportional492

to the droplet integral radius (eq. 8) and an increase in integral radius with altitude re-493

sults in τc being considerably smaller near cloud top compared to cloud base (fig. 7). The494

interplay of τm and τc with altitude results in an increase in Da with increasing altitude,495

leading to HM near cloud base and IM near cloud top. Thus Da and NL calculations496

using τc also indicate IM near cloud top and HM near cloud base.497

On the other hand, τe increases with height, contrary to τc, as can be seen in fig. 7.498

This would suggest that the droplet microphysical time is larger at cloud top leading to499

a slower response to entrainment-mixing compared to cloud base. This is counter intu-500

itive since cloud top droplets are the first ones to interact with a dry entrained parcel501

compared to cloud base droplets. Thus, to account for the variation of S0 due to droplet502
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Figure 7. (Left to right) TKE dissipation rate (ε), large eddy length scale (le), mixing time

scale (τm), phase relaxation time scale (τc), droplet evaporation time scale (τe) and the modified

evaporation time scale (τ∗e ) with respect to altitude. P1 points are in blue while P2 points are in

red.

evaporation as mixing proceeds from cloud top towards cloud base for stratocumulus clouds,503

we propose a simple linear mixing model (eq. 13). The modified values of τe can now be504

seen to decrease with height within the cloud which is consistent with τc (fig. 7). The505

modified Da now provides a more consistent picture of the mixing behavior with mix-506

ing diagrams, homogeneous mixing degree and τc.507

This analysis shines a new light on the usage of τc or τe as the droplet microphys-508

ical time scale. τc considers the local droplet environment due to droplet number con-509

centration whereas τe considers droplet size and local saturation deficit. For the current510

dataset, both droplet number concentration and saturation deficit increase with height,511

resulting in smaller microphysical timescales with increasing altitude. Whereas, droplet512

radius which also increases with altitude suggests larger microphysical timescales with513

increasing altitude for τe which considers each droplet behaving individually. The com-514

bination of these factors result in the mixing behavior as shown by the mixing diagrams.515

It is entirely possible that for another dataset, the environmental and microphysical con-516

ditions will result in a different combination of factors dominating the mixing behavior517

and the time scales which represent those factors will be better at representing the mix-518

ing behavior. Thus it is important to examine each of these factors and use the respec-519

tive time scale to understand mixing type.520

6 Summary521

Marine stratocumulus clouds cover vast portions of the Earth’s surface and con-522

tribute significantly to the net radiative budget. While their extent can be measured in523
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hundreds or thousands of kilometers, sub-grid scale variability in albedo can cause large524

uncertainties in climate models attempting to represent them (Bony & Dufresne, 2005;525

Dal Gesso et al., 2015). These variabilities are caused by sub-meter scale processes that526

determine entrainment rate, cloud lifetime and precipitation rate (Mellado, 2017). Yum527

et al. (2015) predicted that mixing might be inhomogeneous near cloud top and progres-528

sively becomes homogeneous near cloud base. However, high resolution measurements529

at multiple altitudes within a stratocumulus deck have been rare (Wood, 2005) and avail-530

able measurements are plagued by spatial averaging. In this paper, we analyze airborne531

measurements taken at multiple altitudes within a stratocumulus cloud layer during the532

ACE-ENA campaign using HOLODEC. HOLODEC is unique in its sampling since ev-533

ery hologram provides a centimeter scale measurement of droplet number and size avoid-534

ing the effects of spatial averaging across meter scale regions which may be affected by535

varying degrees of mixing.536

Results indicate a monotonic increase in cloud droplet properties such as droplet537

mean volume radius and LWC with height within the cloud layer. Entrainment mixing538

likely plays a significant role in establishing such a gradient within stratocumulus clouds.539

Mixing is shown to be inhomogeneous near cloud top and homogeneous near cloud base540

based on mixing diagram analysis and homogeneous mixing degree calculations. Tur-541

bulence and cloud microphysical measurements indicate that droplet microphysical timescale542

decreases with increasing altitude within the cloud while the mixing time scale stays rel-543

atively constant. This behavior of the two timescales allows cloud top droplets to quickly544

evaporate due to entrainment while those at cloud base react comparatively slowly. IM545

near cloud top, facilitates growth of the remaining droplets through condensation due546

to a reduction in droplet number concentration and increasing the supersaturation fluc-547

tuations. HM near cloud base results in reduction in mean droplet size. This gradient548

in droplet size in the vertical direction allows larger droplets at higher altitudes to fall549

through the lower layers and collect smaller droplets along the way, promoting collision-550

coalescence and drizzle formation. Evidence of such processes may be seen in the cloud551

middle layers.552

There has been some debate in the cloud community regarding which microphys-553

ical timescale should be considered while studying entrainment-mixing processes. In this554

paper, we examined the phase relaxation and droplet evaporation timescales as possi-555

ble candidates. The results show that the phase relaxation time provides a consistent556

picture of mixing type variation with altitude, while the conventional evaporation time557

does not. This is because droplet evaporation time definition does not consider local sat-558

uration deficit. We believe that local saturation deficit should decrease from cloud top559

towards clouds base due to droplet evaporation and mixing. We proposed a modifica-560

tion of the evaporation time equation to account for this variation leading to better agree-561

ment with mixing type variation with height. Two points are noteworthy: first, the study562

ignores possible secondary activation of cloud droplets occurring near cloud top due to563

entrainment of free tropospheric air and aerosol particles (J. Chen et al., 2020). If sec-564

ondary activation does occur, we expect the newly formed droplets to be smaller than565

the lower detection limit of HOLODEC. As such, the effect of secondary activation on566

cloud properties merits further investigation for the data used in this paper. A related567

topic is to quantify the effect of aerosol size distributions on this type of entrainment-568

mixing and drizzle formation and in turn the effect of mixing and drizzle on the aerosol569

size distribution. Secondly, this study represents a single research flight during the cam-570

paign and does not suggest that the same microphysical behavior should persist in ma-571

rine stratocumulus clouds for every day of the year. While the entrainment-mixing and572

drizzling behavior observed here is quite representative of our understanding of marine573

stratocumulus clouds (Wood, 2005; J. Wang et al., 2009; Yum et al., 2015), certain en-574

vironmental perturbations such as cold fronts (kazemirad & Miller, 2020) and increased575

aerosol loading (Zheng et al., 2020) can affect cloud microphysics significantly. Further576

studies involving all available research flights during multiple such IOPs to include sea-577
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sonal variations should provide a better understanding of microphysical variability in ma-578

rine stratocumulus clouds.579
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